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about the time she became active as an amateur journalist
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Ethel may Johnston’s Ajay Credo
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THE COVERS OF THIS ISSUE

The outside and inside front covers of this issue reproduce a picture of Ethel May Johnston and the

inscription which Miss Johnston (1882-1971), later the wife of Denys Peter Myers (1884-1972), made in

her bound volume of the early numbers (1900-01) of Charles A. A. Parker’s The Literary Gem. Miss

Johnston, then of Everett, Massachusetts, was one the mainstays of Boston’s famous Hub Amateur Jour-

nalists’ Club during this era. She served as an early associate editor of  The Literary Gem. Denys Peter

Myers [Jr.] (1916-2003), the only child of her 1908 marriage to Denys Peter Myers, had a distinguished

career as an architectural historian and museum administrator and as a boy met many of the famous figures

in the Hub Club. Mr. and Mrs. Denys Peter Myers Sr. spent the  later part of their lives in the Washington

DC area, where Myers Sr. worked at the State Department.  I am indebted to Stan Oliner for the loan of

the volume of The Literary Gem which contains Miss Johnston’s inspirational inscription and to Denys

Peter Myers Jr. (known to all of the Hub Club ajays as “Peter”) for the photograph of his mother, which I

first used in Edith Miniter’s collection The Coast of Bohemia (2000). Miss Johnston must have studied

Latin in high school: her first flyleaf inscription, roughly, translated, means “no day without writing”—

good advice to any would-be writer. The first sentence of her longer inscription really capsulizes her

sentiments: “Amateur Journalism has been a godsend to me.”  If space permits, I also hope to include some

images from a sampling of Ethel May Johnston-Myers’ own amateur journals in this issue of The Fossil.

Our outside back cover shows our own Trustee Stan Oliner hard at work helping to sort amateur

journals, at his recent volunteer internship at the American Antiquarian Society (AAS) in Worcester, Mas-

sachusetts. Thanks to Stan Oliner and Vincent Golden of AAS for this photograph.

TRANSCRIPTION OF ETHEL MAY JOHNSTON’S

COMMENTS ON AMATEUR JOURNALISM

Amateur Journalism has been a godsend to me.  I have learned more during the three years I have been

affiliated with Amateurdom than I learned in four years spent in the schoolroom. I am broader minded, less

afraid of speaking in public, able to clothe my ideas in better language; have a larger vocabulary, do not

shrink from criticism, am not afraid to write fearlessly upon any subject I understand; recognize other

peoples’ rights; can write easily and to almost any length. I am able to talk easily to strangers as well as

friends, having lost the greater part of the shyness that used to be the bane of my life. Best of all, I am

utterly, absolutely, independent, & determined to carve my way to success in my chosen profession. E. M.

Johnston

Experience keeps a dear school, but fools will learn in no other.                                       —Franklin.

“Better with naked nerves to bear the needles of this goading air, than, in hope of sensual ease, forego

the godlike power to do—the godlike aim to know.”           —Ethel May Johnston.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT: IN PRAISE OF DEVOTION

Guy Miller

As I write this, the convention of the AAPA meeting near San Francisco is in full sway and reports will

surely reveal once again a good experience and a healthy attendance. I, myself, am preparing to be in

Nashville in time for the NAPA meet this July 7-9. Latest news there is that hosts Marc and Alice (Warner)

Brosey are busy with final arrangements and are anticipating a favorable crowd. To be sure, the entire Ohio

gang, Gary Bossler, Jack Visser, Harold Shive (whom the Ohio group had adopted long ago as a “mis-

placed” Ohio boy), and I have our plans all firmed up and are “raring” to go. No doubt our Fossils Official

Editor Ken Faig, Jr., will have full reports on both conventions in the October issue of The Fossil, as he has

done in the past.

As every volunteer knows, one does not agree to serve in an office for the perks. However, as presi-

dent of The Fossils, I must say that I am honored to have been granted one, and that is the privilege of

authorizing our hobby-wide awards. The Russell L. Paxton Memorial Award for Service to Amateur Jour-

nalism is one of them, and has been greeted by its recipients over the years as a prestigious recognition

second only to the coveted Gold Composing Stick Award.

Note that I have pointed it out as a “hobby-wide” award, not restricted to any one ajay group, nor

subject to any kind of competition. It is not a Fossils award as such; but the originators had asked The

Fossils to choose the recipient.

A brief background is in order: On December 13, 1986, then Fossils president J. Ed Newman and

Fossils member John Horn presented the first plaque to Russ Paxton in recognition of a life-time’s devo-

tion to the cause of amateur journalism which included the Lone Scouts, AAPA, NAPA, the United groups,

and The Fossils. This award has been given since to honor  (in the words of benefactor John Horn) “a

person who has given freely of his or her time and effort solely for the benefit of their fellow amateur

journalists.”

Our Award Chairman, Lee Hawes, has recommended Ken Davis of Racine WI as our 2010 recipient;

therefore, it was my pleasure to have mailed this beautiful plaque to Ken. It might be of interest to know

that, aside from Russ, Ken is the 23rd ajay since 1987 to have been so recognized.

Our thanks go to Ken Davis and wife Carla for their long-time contributions to amateur journalism.

Hopefully Ken will favor us with a photo and short bio so that we can properly feature him in our October

issue of The Fossil.

Otherwise, this July issue marks the close of another fiscal year for The Fossils. Much has been accom-

plished, chief among which has been the successful transfer of the Graham-Wesson collection into the

capable hands of our Fossils Trustee and Gold Composing Stick honoree Stan Oliner. No doubt we will

have a progress report from him during the upcoming year 2011-12. The diligent work of our OE Ken

Faig, Jr., and publications assistant Gary Bossler has been obvious. As president I am beholden to you all

for your devotion to the cause of our beloved hobby of amateur journalism and, in particular, The Fossils.

AMATEUR DIRECTORIES IN THE COLLECTION OF

THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

I am indebted to Vincent Golden, Curator of Newspapers and Periodicals at the American Antiquarian

Society (AAS), for the following list of nineteenth-century amateur directories held in their famous ama-

teur journalism collection. AAS staff have used these directories to identify missing items which they can

target for acquisition. At the end of the list of amateur directories held by AAS is a listing directories not
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owned by AAS which AAS would be interested in acquiring. If you own a nineteenth-century amateur

directory (1) not in the listing of directories owned by AAS or (2) in the listing of directories wanted by

AAS, and are willing to donate your directory to the AAS amateur journalism collection, please write Mr.

Golden at the American Antiquarian Society, 185 Salisbury Street, Worcester MA 01609-1634 or call him

at (508) 471-2148.

Directories of amateur newspapers in the collection of the American Antiquarian Society.

The Advertiser.  Apr. 1877, vol. 1, no. 10.  Edited and published by Gorman & Guinan.  Pp. 5-6 contain

“The Connecticut Amateur Directory.”  Paper wrappers.

Akron Amateur Directory for 1877.  (Akron, OH:  John S. Reese, 1877).  “Price 10 cents.”  10pp.  Paper

wrappers with advertisements.

Amateur City Directory.  (Chicago, IL:  Warner Bros., 1876).  20pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers

with advertisements.

Amateur Guide and Directory.  (Buffalo, NY:  Dunn & Parsons).  32pp.  “Price fifteen cents.”  Glazed

paper wrappers.  Note to the reviewer tipped in.

Amateur Journalism 1870-1890 and Names of a Few of the boys of That Period with their Present Address

as far as Located.  (Meriden, CT:  Will G. Snow, 1922).  48pp plus an extra leaf with a form for joining The

Fossils.  Paper wrapper.

The American Puzzlers’ Directory. Compiled by “Gus.”  (Waterloo, IN:  A.C. Gruhlky, 1881).  34pp.

“Price 20c.”  Paper wrappers.

Bay State Amateur Directory, for 1876.  A Reliable Reference Book for the Use of Massachusetts Ama-

teurs.  Compiled by “S.L.Y. Fox” and “K.K. Krow.”  (Northborough, MA:  W.H. Bartlett, 1875).

Bay State Amateur Directory or Amateur Journals, Authors and Printers.  (Easthamptn, MA:  Arthur H.

Forbush, 1879).

Biehn, George W.  The Ohio Amateur Directory, for 1875-’76.  (Ripley, OH:  G.W. Biehn, 1875).  36pp.

“Price ten cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Billany, H.H. and C.A. Rudolph.  The Amateurs’ Guide for 1875.  (Wilmington, DE:  Amateur Pub. Co.,

1875).  112pp.  Paper wrappers.

[Boechat, Michael F.]  The National Star Amateur Directory.  (Buffalo, NY:  Eagle Publishing House,

1884).  14pp.  Paper wrappers.

Note:  Includes a 1-page chapter on how to become an amateur and a 1-page history of the NAPA.

Bryson, George Eugene.  The Florida State Amateur Directory.  (Hawkinsville, FL:  Geo. Eugene Bryson,

1878).  First edition.  “Price 5 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.
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The Buckey State Amateur Directory, for 1877.  (Cincinnati, OH:  Ken Mulford, Jr., 1877).  “Queens City

Library 1.”  48pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Note:  8 extra pages bound upside down in the back.

The California Amateurs’ Directory for 1873.  (San Francisco, CA:  Dore & Thibault, n.d.).  38pp.  Paper

wrappers with advertisements.  Title page printed in red and black.

California Amateur Directory for 1877.  (East Oakland, CA:  E. Wm. Gracey, n.d.).  Gracey, E. William.

Nevada Amateur Directory for 1877.  (East Oakland, CA:  E. Wm. Gracey, 1877).  48pp.  Note:  Each

section has its own title page.  Paper wrapper reading California and Nevada Amateur Directory for 1877

(printed in black and gold).

Canon, Dee A.  1882.  Western Amateur Newspaper Directory.  (Stanberry, MO:  Dee A. Canon, [1882]).

4pp.  Paper wrappers.

Carr, George M.  The North Carolina Amateur Directory for 1878.  (Norfolk, VA:  A.B. Perry, 1878).

46pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Cherry, Walter B. and Virgil H. Clymer.  An Amateur Directory of the Leading Amateur Editors & Publish-

ers.  (Syracuse, NY:  Walter B. Cherry and Virgil H. Clymer, May 1, 1884).  14pp.  Paper wrappers.

Clemens, Will.  Ohio Amateur Directory, for 1877.  “Sunny Side Series no. 7.”  (Akron, OH:  Will Clemens,

1877).  “Price 10 cents.”  18pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Collamer’s D.C. Record of Junior Journalism.  (Washington, DC:  Mail Pub. House, 1882).  October,

1882.  Vol. 1.  16pp.  “5 cents.”  Paper wrapper, missing most of front wrapper.

Cramer, R.B.  A Souvenir of Amateur Journalism.  (Tarrytown, NY:  R.B. Cramer, 1888).  54pp.  Paper

wrappers with advertisements.

Cropper, Frank.  The Amateur Journalists’ Companion for 1873.  (Louisville, KY:  Frank Cropper, 1873).

110 pages.  Cloth bound in green cloth with title in gilt on the front cover.

Note:  While not a directory, it does contain a description of the amateur periodicals of the time and a

separate name list.

Dubuque Amateur Directory, for 1875.  By Pickwick.  (Dubuque, IA:  G.H. Graves, 1875).  12pp.  “Price

3 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisement.

The Easter Amateur Directory.  For 1882.  Embracing All the States East of the Ohio River.  (Frederick,

MD:  Frank A. Doll, 1882).  10pp.  “Price 6 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisement.

Everett, Fred.  Vermont Amateur Directory for 1878.  (Brattleboro, VT:  C.D. Barrett, 1878).  22pp.

“Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrapper.  Slip of paper attached to front cover reading, “This book is to pay for

the balance of your subscription to the Advance.”
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Fiske, Will A. and Will A. Innes.  The Amateur Directory, for 1875.  (Grand Rapids, MI:  Will A. Innes,

1875).  162pp. plus color frontispiece repeating the cover.  Paper wrappers.

Fynes, J.A., Jr.  The Massachusetts Amateur Directory for 1877.  (Medford, MA:  S.W. Lawrence, 1877).

“Price 10 cents.”  26pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisement.

Graves, George H.  The Iowa Amateurs’ Guide for 1877-8.  (Rockford, IA:  J.A. Cook & Bro, 1878).

“Price 10 cents.”  24pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Note:  They apparently reused sheets from the previous year as

it reads The Iowa Amateurs’ Guide for 1877 with place of publication, “Otterville, Iowa” and the date

“1877” at the bottom penciled over.

Graves, George H. and Frank Kelley.  The Iowa Amateurs’ Guide for 1875.  (Dubuque, IA:  Geo. H.

Graves, 1875).  48pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Hardy, E.M.  Indiana Amateur Guide for 1876.  (Whiteland, IN:  E.M. Hardy, 1876).  32pp.  Paper

wrappers with advertisements.

Harrison, George.  The Indiana Amateur Guide for 1877.  (Lafayette, IN:  Geo. Harrison, 1877).  36pp.

Paper wrappers with advertisement.  Title page printed in red and black.

Hollenback, C.C.  North-American Amateur Newspaper Directory.  (Osage City, KS:  Clinton C. Hollenback,

1882).  10pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers.

Hudson, Albert W.  Ohio Amateur Directory, for 1878.  (Dayton, OH:  Albert W. Hudson, 1878).  48pp.

“Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers.

Hutchinson, E. Howard and Alfred S. Porter.  The Amateurs’ Guide, for 1870.  (Buffalo, NY:  Haas &

Kelley, 1870).42 pp.  “Price 25 cents.”  Paper wrappers.

Johns, Harry.  The Minnesota Amateurs’ Directory, for 1874.  (Saint Paul, MN:  W.F. Flint, 1874).  16pp.

Paper wrappers.

Keystone State Amateur Directory, For 1876.  (Philadelphia, PA:  L.S. Kern, 1876).  “Price 10 cents.”

12pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

The Knights of the Mystic Arena:  A Complete Directory of our American Puzzledom.  Compiled by

“Nutmeg.”  (Danbury, CT:  E.E. Hamilton, 1880).  44 pp.  Paper wrappers.

Knox, Will S.  Marietta & Harmar Amateur Directory for 1878.  “Price 3 cents.”  (Harmar, OH:  Will S.

Knox, 1878).  8pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Leathe, W.E.  Massachusetts Amateur Directory for 1876.  (Royalston, MA:  W.E. Leathe, 1876).  “Price

10 cents.”  24pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisement.

2nd copy with “Royalston” crossed out and “Winchendon” written in.
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Morrill, Fred. K.  The Amateurs’ Guide for 1872.  (Chicago, IL:  Amateur Publishing Company, 1872).

100pp.  Cloth bound in blue cloth and title in gilt on the front cover.

Note:  While a guide and not a directory it contains a list of amateur journals of America, names of

amateurs, suspensions and consolidations of amateur journals, and noms de plume of amateur authors.

The National Amateur Directory.  (East St. Louis, IL:  The Future Great, 1879).  8pp.  “Price five cents.”

Paper wrappers.

The Ne Plus Ultra Amateur Directory.  (Bridgeport, CT:  Hopkins  Sterling, 1886).  20pp.  “Price 15

cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Onderdonk, Ralph W. and R.W. Wood.  The New York State Amateur Directory for 1875.  (Batavia, NY:

Ralph W. Onderdonk, 1875).  32pp.  “Price 10 cts.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

The Pioneer Directory of Amateur Journalists.  Edited by Arthur R. Stanton and Jos. E. Cohen.  (Philadel-

phia, PA:  Arthur R. Stanton, 1901).  32pp.  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Reese, John S.  United States Amateur Book Directory for 1879.  (Akron, OH:  John S. Reese & Bro.,

1879).  48pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Reid, Herbert L. and Albert Stanhope.  A Directory of Amateur, Philatelic, School and Other Papers.  Also,

a List of Amateur Authors and Printers.  (Jersey City, NJ:  Apr. 1st, 1886).  16pp.  “Price, 10 cents.”  Paper

wrappers with advertisement.

Slade, E[dgar] P[embroke].  The Bandits of the Blue Ridge or, The Adventurs of Three Runaways.

(Landisville, PA:  D.B. Landis, 1877).  16pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisements.

Note:  “An Amateur Directory of Lancaster County is also given for the benefit of Advertisers and others.”

Smith, Marshall.  A Directory of Amateur and Other Papers.  With a Complete Index.  (Milner, GA:

January, 1888).  “Prince 10 cents.”  20pp.  Paper wrappers.  Note:  At the bottom of the cover it reads,

“Mocking Bird print, Belleville, O.” which may be where this was printed.

Snyder, Zander.  The New Jersey State Amateur Directory.  (Vienna, NJ:  Zander Snyder, 1877).  24pp.

First edition.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers with advertisement.

Southern States Amateur Newspaper Guide.  For 1880.  Edited by G.E. Bryson (Hawkinsville, FL:  The

Boys’ Delight, Dec. 1, 1879).  “Juvenile Journalist’s Library, no. 1.”  12pp.  “Price 10 cents.”  Paper

wrappers.

Toledo Amateur Directory.  (Toledo, OH:  F. W. Kibbe & Bro., 1877).  24pp. plus errata slip.  First edition.

“Price 10 cents.”  Paper wrappers.

Winder, Tom W.  Warsaw Amateur Directory.  (Warsaw, IN:  Aborn & Winder, 1877).  “Price six cents.”

12pp.  Contains seven humorous crude woodcut ‘portraits’ of local amateurs.  Paper wrappers with adver-

tisements.
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Winters, V. Jr.  United States and Canada Amateur Paper Directory for 1882.  (Dayton, OH:  V. Winters,

Jr., 1882).  20pp.  Paper wrappers.

Wylie, Willard O.  The Bay State Amateur Newspaper Directory and Mass. A.P.A. Constitution and By-

Laws.  (So. Manchester, CT:  Spencer Bros., 1882).  20pp.  Paper wrappers.

= = = = =

Though technically not a directory:

Mailing labels [s.l., n.d.]

40 sheets of address labels to amateur newspapers.

No date or source given.

Here is a list of amateur directories AAS found references to that we do not have in our collection (but

desire to have a copy).

Newcomerstown, Coshocton, and Port Washington Amateur Directory.  [This is taken from a page of advertise-

ments detached from an unidentified amateur paper]

The following list is taken from The Amateur Directory for 1875 by Will A. Fiske and Will A. Innes (Grand Rapids, MI:  Will

A. Innes, 1875), pp. 111-130.

Amateur Hunter’s Guide.  By an experienced Trapper.  (North Boscawen, NH:  Towne, Bros, 1871).

Amateur Papers.  By “Winslow.”  (Glens Falls, NY:  Frank White, 1874)

Amateur Printer’s Directory for 1870.  (Cincinnati, OH:  Gillmore & Hart, 1870)

Atwood, Frank and Edwin Ballard.  Amateur’s Annual for 1872.  (Boston, Annual Publishing Co.)

Biehn, G.W.  Ohio Amateur Directory for 1874.  (Ripley, OH:  Geo. W. Biehn, 1874).

Chandler, H.I.  Delaware Amateur Directory for 1874.  (Wilmington, DE:  Billany & Chandler, 1874)

Chandler, H.I. and E.H. Chandler.  Diamond State Amateur Directory for 1875.  (Wilmington, DE:  J.B.

Merritt, 1875)

Graves G.H.  Dubuque Amateur Directory.  (Dubuque, IA:  G.H. Graves, 1875)

Innes, Will A.  Amateur Directory for 1874.  (Grand Rapids, MI:  Will A. Innes)

Morrill, Frank and Walter T. Dwight.  Amateur’s Guide for 1871.  (Chicago, IL:  Amateur Pub. Co.)

New Orleans Amateur Directory.  (New Orleans, LA:  New Orleans Amateur Publishing Co., 1874)

Stamp Dealer’s Directory.  By Baum, Morris & Co.  (Syracuse, NY, 1873)
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Tiffin Am. Directory for 1874.  By “Argo.”  (Tiffin, OH:  Art. J. Huss, 1874)

Stan Oliner did some searching on OCLC and came up with more titles of amateur directories not in the AAS collection.

DeFrance, C.Q.  A Directory of Amateur Papers.  (Independence, MO:  F.K. Farr, 1883).

Dore, Harry Ellsworth, Frank Thibault, and Thomas H. Kent.  The California Amateur’s Directory for

1873.  (San Francisco:  Dore & Thibault, 1873).

Smith, Marshall.  A Directory of Amateur and Other Papers.  With a Complete Index.  (Miner, GA:  1888)

THE DANCE OF FALL

Martha E. Shivvers

October is a golden time

Colors abound with their hues

Meadows and fields reaching prime

Blazing earth picturesque, too.

Maples and oaks flash floral gowns

Pine whispers, my green will stay

Bronze leaves dance around like clowns

Indian summer passes away.

Blackbirds serenade when they gather,

Robins call their farewell song.

Wild geese honks announce cold weather

Frost threatens with her white sarong.

Capture memories now to remember

As winds bring in brash November.



The Convention Mirror

October 1921

Published by Mrs.Ethel J. Myers

with some gossip about Sonia Greene and H. P. Lovecraft

The Old Ladies Sewing Circle

June 1914

Edited by Ethel May Johnston-Myers

The Band Wagon (get On!)

July 1913

Edited by Ethel May Johnston-Myers



The Oven

September 1911

Edited by Ethel May Johnston-Myers

Fleur de lis

October 1903

Edited by Ethel May Johnston



Fleur de lis

October 1903

Edited by Ethel May Johnston

A Convention Menu, Chiquita’s Chit Chat

GIRLDOM

July 1902

Miss Ethel M. Johnston, Associate Editor



Fleur de lis

December 1902

Edited by Ethel May Johnston and Walter Howe Cary

Some verse by Mrs. Dowe



BILL GROVEMAN’S FANZINES AND HIS ACTIVITY IN

THE FANTASY AMATEUR PRESS ASSOCIATION

Robert Lichtman

The April Fossil came a couple days ago, and I read with interest all the material about William H.

Groveman. Absent from the reportage is the fact that he was also a member of the Fantasy Amateur Press

Association on two separate occasions. His first membership began with the December 1940 mailing (the

14th) and continued through the December 1943 mailing. He rejoined with the April 1946 mailing and left

again with the October 1947 mailing. He was living at 18 Maryland Avenue, Hempstead, New York, at the

time of first joining, and at 623 Central Avenue, Cedarhurst, New York, when he was dropped for inactiv-

ity. He was still at that address when he rejoined in April 1946 and gave SNAFU as his “credentials,” and

was still at that address when he was dropped, again for inactivity.

Because it wasn’t customary back then to include a thorough (or sometimes any) listing of members’

contributions to the mailings in the Fantasy Amateur, there was no information of what Groveman might

have published while a FAPA member. However, a quick search at the Eaton SF Collection’s fanzine

catalogue, and then corroborated in the Pavlat/Evans/Swisher Fanzine Index, showed that he produced a

total of eight issues of Fantaseer between August 1939 and July 1941. Of these, only #5 appeared in a

FAPA mailing: the March 1941 (15th) mailing. He also published two slim issues of Lovecraftian; the first

was in the December 1940 (14th) mailing, the other in the September 1941 (17th) mailing. Neither of these

titles are in Stan Oliner’s listing of Groveman’s publications. However, the sole issue of Devil’s Advocate

was distributed in the October 1946 (37th) FAPA mailing.

EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

Ken Faig, Jr.

I have first of all to apologize to John Flood, manager of the Hudson Park Branch of the New York

Public Library, for misidentifying him as John Long in the print edition of the April 2011 number of The

Fossil. It just goes to show that the old maxim still holds: check, re-check, and then re-check again, and

never (NEVER!) rely on a possibly faulty memory. My apologies to Mr. Flood for the error and my thanks

again to him for his assistance regarding the place where AAPA held its first generally-recognized conven-

tion in July 1939.

I join our president Guy Miller in congratulating Ken Davis, 2010 winner of the Russell M. Paxton

Award for Service to Amateur Journalism.

I am grateful to Vincent Golden of the American Antiquarian Society (AAS) for the listing of nine-

teenth-century amateur directories which he has allowed me to publish in this issue. Fossil Stan Oliner

earlier this year spent a several-week volunteer internship at AAS to help staff  there sort uncatalogued

material.

I thank Fossil Robert Lichtman for his account of the late Bill Groveman’s publications in the realm of

SF/fantasy fanzines. Robert is a veteran member of the Fantasy Amateur Press Association (founded 1937)

and has now been in our ranks for several years. In the early 1960s he participated for several years in

“mainsteam” amateur journalism and knew well veteran amateur journalist Wesley H. Porter.

Fossil Sean McLachlan of Madrid, Spain reports that he has had to non-renew his membership be-

cause of the press of his professional writing commitments. Mr. McLachlan, who made some exciting

discoveries relating to H. P. Lovecraft’s amateur publications in archives in England, is an accomplished

military historian and busy with many projects. The Fossils wish him well in all his endeavors.
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Fossil Barry Schrader’s Hybrid Corn and Purebred People, a 2010 collection of 100 favorite col-

umns from the DeKalb IL Daily Chronicle, has sold out. Barry and Bill Boys were co-hosts of AAPA’s and

NAPA’s first-ever joint convention in Chicago in 2010.

As always, your contributions will help to keep our quarterly journal a living entity. A contribution

need not be a finished article but can be as simple as a news note which will be of interest to your fellow

Fossils. Contributions can arrive in whatever format best suits the creator’s convenience—hand-written

notes and articles (so long as legible) and e-mail communications are as welcome as more polished contri-

butions. I have to note, however, that I am not yet on Twitter and am relatively inexperienced when it

comes to Internet bulletin boards and discussion groups.

FINDING NEW HOMES FOR

AMATEUR JOURNALISM COLLECTIONS

Ken Faig, Jr.

Fossil Kent Clair Chamberlain, whose poems have appeared in our pages, wrote to ask the editor

for advice concerning the disposition of collections of amateur journals. I am afraid there is no easy answer

which will fit every situation. Unfortunately, there is not to my knowledge at the present time any “omni-

vore” institution collecting amateur journals which is willing to accept all donations of amateur journals.

The American Antiquarian Society of Worcester, Massachusetts (see address earlier in this issue) has a

very strong interest in being a completist collector of nineteenth-century amateur journals (that is, those

published before 1901) but not many amateur journalism collections today contain many of these. The

Special Collections Department of the University of Wisconsin at Madison owns the Fossils’ former Li-

brary of Amateur Journalism (LAJ) Collection but is still at work organizing it and is not (to the best of my

knowledge) accepting donations of amateur journals apart from the continuing bundles from AAPA and

NAPA. There are of course other institutional collections of amateur journals (e.g., those at the Western

Reserve Historical Society [Brodie Collection] in Cleveland, Ohio, the Bancroft Library of the University

of California [Bradofsky Collection] in Berkeley, California and the New York Public Library [Tryout

Smith Collection]) but most of these collections are closed collections not accepting new donations.

Long, continuous runs of well-organized association bundles (let’s say for example a complete collec-

tion of AAPA bundles 1969-1993) will usually have some interest for ajay collectors. Poorly-organized

loose material is generally more difficult to dispose of. If the association involved is continuing, its official

organ may be willing to carry notice of a collection available for donation. Both AAPA and NAPA issue

periodic electronic bulletins (edited by Ivan Snyder and Bill Boys, respectively) and these have also pub-

lished notices of material (both journals and printing equipment) available for sale or donation in the past.

The Fossil is certainly willing to run notices of significant amateur journal collections available for dona-

tion although all arrangements are the responsibility of donor and donee. If you want more than the

shipping cost for your materials, the best advice I can offer is to offer them for sale on E-Bay or another

such venue.

As for institutional donations, the important point to realize is that the processing cost for small, loose

material like amateur journals is very high. Few institutions can afford to acquire and to catalog such

material. Long runs of well-organized association bundles are probably a more viable donation for most

institutions than loose amateur journals.  Sometimes a special focus can make a collection of loose ama-

teur journals attractive to an institution—e.g., the collection of the late Fossil President Hyman Bradofsky

was very strong both in nineteenth-century material and in California material (over 1,000 California

titles). These strengths helped an antiquarian bookseller working with the Bradofsky Estate to place his
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collection with UCAL-Berkeley. A collection centered on the work of a notable amateur writer (e.g., Edith

Miniter, Burton Crane, H. P. Lovecraft) could well be attractive to a number of institutions. A strong run

of locally-published amateur journals could well be of interest to local historical societies—e.g., if you

owned a long run of amateur journals published in Cincinnati, Ohio it is likely that the Cincinnati Historical

Society would have an interest in your collection.

Individual amateur journalists themselves are of course usually more sophisticated than institutions in

terms of the fruits of their hobby. Long runs of notable ajay titles, bound volumes of association official

organs, and associational material (e.g., convention programs and badges) often find their way to the

auctions held for the benefit of the associations at their annual conventions. Some of the associations will

now accept “sharing” donations where the donor specifies the percentage of the proceeds to go to the

association and the complimentary percentage to go to the donor. However, it is doubtful that poorly-

organized “loose” material of recent vintage will even pay for the donor’s shipping costs. While ajay

auction bidders are known to pay very competitive prices for desirable material, other less desirable mate-

rial has been known to sell for “bargain basement” prices.

So what to do with a more general collection of amateur journals from the last twenty years or so? If

neither donations to another amateur journalist nor sale through a venue like E-Bay have proven feasible,

your choices are probably more limited. Of course, the best advice is to enjoy your amateur journals in

your own home as long as you can. If you have to downsize or relocate, cherry-picking those that you like

the best to take with you is always a possibility. One continuing disposition methodology—other than

simple recycling—is to find a local institution which welcomes donations of reading material. This often

works better for small, continuing donations than for large, one-time donations. Nursing homes are an

example of institutions which will sometimes welcome reading material. Some local libraries now actively

sell their discarded books and periodicals and many also have shelves of “free” material—such a library

may allow you to add ajay material (preferably in bundle form) to such shelves of “free” material. Used

bookstores may also have shelves or boxes of  “free” or very inexpensive (e.g., 10-cent) material and the

owner may be willing to allow you to donate ajay bundles for such offerings. Some of these disposition

methodologies may even have recruiting potential for the hobby if the donated material falls into the right

hands.

Always remember that your amateur journals are the fruits of your participation in the hobby and are

therefore at your sole disposition. I hope I will not be convicted of ajay heresy if I say that loose ajay

miscellaneous material with no other apparent destination is honorably disposed of in the paper recycling

bin. If you still have room for you amateur journalism collection, it is not irresponsible to leave disposition

decisions to the executor or the administrator of your estate. He or she may have no particular knowledge

of amateur journalism, but usually a competent executor or administrator will have any large accumulation

of books or other paper material reviewed by a bookseller.  If a miscellaneous collection of recent-vintage

material is destined for the recycling bin, it may be less wrenching to leave that decision for an executor or

an administrator. Of course, if you are thinking of making a disposition of your collection by will, always

remember  that any individual or institution can always refuse bequeathed property. So, it is well to make

arrangements in advance if you wish to dispose of a collection by bequest. A living donation is often a

better choice unless you truly do wish to continue to enjoy your collection during the remainder of your

lifetime.

I think that many amateur journalists regard the fruits of our hobby (that is, our journals) with a

reverence only slightly less than they accord to their national emblems. Others may enjoy reading their ajay

bundles but recycle them after reading and do not retain them as a collection. We need to recognize the

legitimacy of different choices regarding retention and disposition of amateur journals. At the same time,

we need to be realistic about the collecting habits of potential donee institutions. Today, many public
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libraries keep only a “revolving” collection of printed books consisting mostly of popular titles and a fairly

sparse collection of printed reference material. More and more of the “information” content of libraries is

gravitating toward the electronic domain, as one can tell by the profusion of computer terminals now

present in most public libraries. Libraries at institutions of higher learning tend to have a somewhat differ-

ent focus but all librarians are painfully aware of limited budgets and the high cost of processing material

for acquisition. Unless you are the lucky owner of ajay material of unique historical interest—what Lovecraft

collector, individual or institutional, would not leap at the opportunity to obtain a complete collection of

the UAPA faction (1912-26) to which Lovecraft himself belonged—the reality is that fellow ajays and

individual collectors are likelier to be interested in your material than institutions.

However, the future probably holds developments which would surprise us today. When and if a first

large collection of amateur journals is digitalized by an institutional owner and made available on the

Internet the collecting dynamic for institutional collectors of ajay material may change. We could eventu-

ally witness the emergence of one or more “omnivore” institutional collectors of amateur journals, willing

to accept any and all donations of amateur journals, with the promise of evaluation and addition to their

digitalized material as appropriate.  At least some of these institutions would probably keep an example of

each original paper journal on an archival basis. Digitalization can capture many aspects of an original ink-

on-paper product, but the binding, the paper, the very impress of the type on paper are aspects that only the

paper originals can capture fully. Of course, we need also to realize that the medium which amateur

journalists use for their creations may change in the future as well. Polished electronic magazines in PDF

format are already very much with us. Internet discussion groups and bulletin boards are other ways that

individuals can express their thoughts in tangible form. When The Fossils were negotiating the transfer of

LAJ to UW-Madison Special Collections, Curator Robin E. Rider told me that professional librarians are

already wrestling with the challenges posed by cultural contributions created in new media. An Internet

posting of significant interest created in 2011 may be gone within a short space of months if the poster

loses hosting computer privileges. Saving material of this kind is another aspect of the collecting problem

posed by small, loose magazines such as amateur journals.

My final word to the owner of amateur journals, therefore, is not to despair over lack of interest in your

materials when the time for disposition has come. Take advantage of the many communications opportu-

nities embedded in our associations to try to find another amateur journalist willing to assume responsibil-

ity for your material. If you cannot find such an individual, do not be afraid to continue to enjoy your

amateur journal collection and to leave disposition decisions to your executors. If you must reduce the size

of your collection, do not be afraid to select what you like the best and to dispose honorably of the

remainder. It is possible, although unlikely, that the recycling of an ajay collection may result in the “this-

worldly” death of one or more publications—that is, the destruction of the last surviving copy of a particu-

lar amateur journal. The journals of a common man or woman may die just as their creators do. For me,

this is all part of the fascination of our hobby of the printed word, which amateur journalists like Ethel May

Johnston-Myers have so cherished.

If any of our readers have other ideas regarding the disposition of amateur journalism collections, I

would be happy to publish your thoughts in a future number of The Fossil. A finished article is not neces-

sary. A letter of comment that you are willing to see published in The Fossil is most welcome. I thank Fossil

Kent Clair Chamberlain for raising the issue of the disposition of collections of amateur journals. I believe

it is an important topic for discussion among amateur journalists. If we subject the topic to a hobby-wide

discussion, I think we will all carry away more wisdom than we started with.
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Stan Oliner  sorting Amateur journals at the American Antiquarian Society

Credit: Vincent Golden, American Atiquarian Society


